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ABSTRACT

Even, orthographic features and language-specific knowledge
resources as gazetteers are widely used in NER, such approaches
are costly to develop, especially for new languages and new domains, making NER a challenge to adapt to these scenarios[10].
Deep Learning models have been extensively used in NER
tasks [3, 5, 9] because they require little feature engineering and
they may learn important features from word or character embeddings trained on large amounts of data. These techniques from
Deep Learning are data-hungry and require a massive amount
of training data. While the models are getting deeper and the
computational power is increasing, the size of the datasets for
training and evaluating are not growing as much [14].
In this work, we address this problem by including humans
in the loop. Several methods have been proposed to improve
the efficiency of human annotations, for instance in computer
vision applications [11, 14] and NER tasks via active learning
[2, 7, 8, 12, 13]. Those methods are promising for NER but still
leave much room for improvements by assuming the annotation
cost for a document measured regarding its length, the number
of entities or the number of user annotation actions, for instance.
While these are important factors in determining the annotation
and misclassification cost, none of them provide the ability to
create and incrementally maintain deep learning models based on
iterative annotation. Indeed, all of them expect NER tasks to have
very few labels. Prodigy [1] is a promising annotation tool that
works on entity recognition, intent detection, and image classification. It can help to train and evaluate models faster. However,
we could not explore Prodigy, since it is not free. In this work,
our goal is to provide an interactive framework called Human
NERD (stands for Human Named Entity Recognition with Deep
learning) to assist the user in NER classification tasks from creating a massive dataset to building/maintaining a deep learning
NER model. Human NERD provides an interactive user interface
that allows both the rapid verification of automatic named entity
recognition (from a pre-trained deep learning NER model) and
the correction of errors. In cases where there are multiple errors,
Human NERD takes into account user corrections, and the deep
learning model learns and builds upon these actions. The interface allows for rapid correction using drag and drop user actions.
We need to point out that our framework consider two types
of user: reviewer and data scientist. The reviewer is a domain

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a challenging problem in Natural Language Processing (NLP). Deep Learning techniques have
been extensively applied in NER tasks because they require little
feature engineering and are free from language-specific resources,
learning important features from word or character embeddings
trained on large amounts of data. However, these techniques
are data-hungry and require a massive amount of training data.
This work proposes Human NERD (stands for Human Named
Entity Recognition with Deep learning) which addresses this
problem by including humans in the loop. Human NERD is an
interactive framework to assist the user in NER classification
tasks from creating a massive dataset to building/maintaining a
deep learning NER model. Human NERD framework allows the
rapid verification of automatic named entity recognition and the
correction of errors. It takes into account user corrections, and
the deep learning model learns and builds upon these actions.
The interface allows for rapid correction using drag and drop
user actions. We present various demonstration scenarios using
a real world data set.

1

INTRODUCTION

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a challenging problem in
Natural Language Processing (NLP). It corresponds to the ability
to identify the named entities in documents, and label them with
one of entity type labels such as person, location or organization.
Given the sentence "Trump lives in Washington DC", traditional
NER taggers would identify the mentions ’Trump’ and ’Washington DC’ to person and location labels, respectively. NER is an
important task for different applications such as topic detection,
speech recognition, to name a few.
However, there is a long tail of entity labels for different domains. It is relatively simple to come up with entity classes that
do not fit the traditional four-class paradigm (PER, LOC, ORG,
MISC), such as, in Police report documents, weapon type is none of
the above. For these cases, labeled data may be impossible to find.
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expert that can correct possible classification errors and enrich
the labels while data scientist focuses on tuning the models. In
the next Sections, we provide more details and a screencast is
available at YouTube1 .
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this work is the first that
simplifies the task of annotating datasets, minimizing supervision,
and improving the deep learning NER model, which in turn will
make the overall system more efficient. To achieve this end, we
first propose the framework in Section 2. Then, we present the
demonstration scenarios in Section 3. Section 4 draws the final
conclusions.

2

HUMAN NERD

For a large document collection, Human NERD keeps the user
engaged in the process of building a large named entity dataset.
The input to the framework is a set of documents to annotate and
a set of NER labels. The output is a set of annotated documents,
a deep learning model for entity recognition and the evaluation
metrics values that can estimate the operational cost during the
annotation time and the gain regarding model accuracy.
We incorporate deep learning NER models as the Entity Recognizer models from Spacy 2 framework into Human NERD to
reduce the cost of human time dedicated to the annotation process. Indeed, these models have led to a reduction in the number
of hand-tuned features required for achieving state-of-the-art
performance [6]. Human NERD can also incorporate models such
as [3, 5].
Human NERD suggests a potential entity annotation in every
interaction loop, and the user as a reviewer can accept or reject
individual entities. He/she can also tag a new excerpt from the
document text with an entity that was not suggested by the NER
model. The feedback is then used to refine the model for the next
iteration and enrich the dataset. Our framework simplifies the
task of building large-scale datasets, minimizing supervision, and
improving the deep learning NER model, which in turn will make
the overall system more efficient.
The general workflow of Human NERD follows five main
steps (overview in Figure 1): (1) collecting a large set of unlabeled
documents; (2) the current NER model recognizes and annotates
entities in the document according to labels drawn from a given
set of entity classes L (i.e., person, location, among others); (3)
user as a reviewer can accept or reject individual entities; he/she
can also manually label the document according to L; (4) generating a deep learning NER model for each iteration; (5) estimating
the gain over the iterations and the loss, for improving the model
accuracy and the operational cost during annotation time, respectively.
First step. Starting from a large pool of unlabeled documents
T = {t 1 , ..., tm } collected from different and heterogeneous resources (as Twitter, Wikipedia, Police reports, among others),
where ti is a variable-length sequence of input symbols ti =
{w 1 , ..., w n }. A sequence of consecutive w i with the same label λ j are treated as one mention of such label. Input symbols
are word tokens w i drawn from a given vocabulary V . Let L =
{λ j : j = 1...q} denotes the finite set of labels in a learning
task. We aim at annotating ti with a sequence of output symbols Y = {y1 , ..., yp }. Output symbols are labels λ j drawn from a
given set of entity classes L.

Figure 1: Overview of Human NERD. Given a set of documents for annotating as input, the system alternates between NER model classification and requesting user feedback through human tasks. The outcomes are the documents annotated to improve the NER model.

Second step. Human NERD acquires entity classes (i.e., person, location, among others) for T from a deep learning NER
model as [3, 5] or using Spacy’s models (i.e., Entity Recognizer
model - which is trained using multilinear perceptron and convolutional network). The deep learning model is initially trained
with D = {(x i , Yi ) : i = 1...m}, a set of labeled training examples x i , where Yi ⊆ L the set of labels of the i-th example. At
this step, the pre-trained model classifies the entity mentions
on T = {t 1 , ..., tm } using the labels described on L and outputs
O = (ti , Yi ) : i = 1...m, where ti ∈ T and Yi ⊆ L the set of labels
of the i-th document.
Third step. Human NERD presents to the user an interactive
web-based annotation interface used for adding entity annotations or editing automatic pre-annotations in O. As the entities
are labeled in O, users (as reviewers) then accept or reject these
to indicate which ones are true. Each document ti ∈ O is presented to one user. Thus no two users labeled the same document
at the same instant of time. This step outputs O with its user
corrections. Human NERD logs both the time elapsed during the
labeling process, and the number of labeling actions taken for
each document ti , i.e., it keeps track of actions like labeling an
entity or removing a label incorrectly assigned to an entity.
Fourth step. Based on the user corrections, the NER model
can learn and improve from O. In the interactive interface, the
user as a data scientist can demand Human NERD to incrementally update the pre-trained deep NER model or build a new one
from O. At this step, the system logs the accuracy and loss over
the iterations of the model construction. These data are useful in
the next step.
Fifth step. By putting humans in the loop, Human NERD
has a gain, since the users help to improve the NER model by
validating a new massive training set over time. With such data,
we expect to increase the NER model accuracy and decrease its

1 https://youtu.be/KGJeWKO_3Xw
2 https://spacy.io/
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error in short-term. On the other hand, the drawback is the human
effort by adding entity annotations or editing pre-annotations
(third step). To estimate the framework loss, we measure the user
efforts for annotating the document regarding its length, number
of characters, number of entities or number of user annotation
actions (editing or adding new entities). As much the deep NER
model learns, Human NERD framework becomes more efficient
and minimizes the user supervision.
To measure the agreement between the deep NER model (second step outputs) and the user (third step outputs), Human NERD
computes the kappa coefficient (k). Cohen’s kappa [4] measures
the agreement between two raters who each classifies N items
into L mutually exclusive categories.
k=

p 0 − pe
1 − pe

(1)
Figure 2: User (as a reviewer) validates the documents annotated by the pre-trained NER model.

such that
|L |
Õ

|L |
Õ

1
nii
; pe = 2
ni . × n .i ;
(2)
n
n
i=1
i=1
where nii , n .i and ni . are the number of entities: labelled by
the NER model and the user in category i, labelled by the NER
model in category i, labelled by the user in category i, respectively.
Let n be the total number of entities in T . The closer k is to one,
the greater the indication that there is an agreement between
the model and the user (as a reviewer). On the other hand, if k is
closer to zero, the greater the chance of the agreement be purely
random. We expect to increase the NER model accuracy over
time and to improve the kappa coefficient to a value as close to
one as possible.
p0 =

3

It is worth to mention that Human NERD improved Wikiner
model with the human help, including its extension for covering
new labels and a new data domain. The demonstrated scenarios
are as follows.
A. Reviewer in the Loop
Human NERD puts the pre-trained model and the human in the
loop, so they can actively participate in the process of improving
the NER model, using what both know. The model learns as the
user goes, based on the labels the user assigns to text excerpts.
As shown in Figure 2, the reviewer as a user interacts with the
framework through a click-and-drag interface. The framework
initially presents a set of documents annotated by the pre-trained
model according to a set of label classes L. Each label receives a
different color for better visualization.
The reviewer validates one document per time. If he/she agrees
with the annotations of the current document (shown in Figure 2),
he/she saves the document. Human NERD appends each validated
document in a historical dataset, which will be used to improve
the deep learning NER model. The reviewer can reject individual
entities, in this case, he/she can click on the "x" button. If the
reviewer identifies an entity not annotated by the model, he/she
can manually label it. In this case, first, he/she should click on the
class label (on top of the Figure 2), then the class will appear in
evidence. After that, the reviewer selects the sequence of words
in the document to annotate. Most annotation tools avoid making
any suggestions to the user, to prevent biasing the annotations.
Human NERD takes the opposite approach: demands the user to
annotate but as little as possible considering that the NER model
is continuously improving over time.
B. Data scientist in the Loop
Human NERD offers a full view of the imported or already
trained NER models to the data scientist (Figure 3). A model
is active if the framework is currently using it to annotate the
documents during the user review (the previous scenario). The
framework reports the status of review and train processing.
The former corresponds to how many documents the reviewer
already validated, and the later to how many epochs already
finished during the model training. The data scientist can request
the framework to train, duplicate, remove, edit the settings and
visualize the statistics of NER models which were imported or
trained by the framework.

DEMONSTRATION DETAILS AND
SCENARIOS

We cover various scenarios that demonstrate the usefulness of
Human NERD. An interactive interface is the access point for the
user to: (i) upload several unlabeled documents; (ii) validate each
individual entity annotation from the output generated by a precomputed model executed over those documents; The user can
also manually label new entities; (iii) re-build the deep NER model
to learn from the annotated documents after the user feedback;
and (iv) estimate the gain and loss regarding the improved NER
model and the human efforts.
Human NERD considers two types of user: reviewer and data
scientist. The former can perform only the task (ii) described
above. The later can perform (i), (iii) and (iv). Moreover, the data
scientist can remove or add new labels and texts into L and T ,
respectively.
To examine the quality of our framework, we use a real dataset
with unlabelled texts from Police reports. The dataset contains
real-world stories in Portuguese language regarding homicides
from Fortaleza city (Brazil). We started by using a pre-computed
NER model called Wikiner from Spacy framework which includes
only four labels: PER, LOC, ORG, and MISC. We removed MISC
and added more than 20 label classes like firearm, melee weapon,
wrongful death, among others. After that, the Wikiner model
classified the reports according to the labels, and the expert reviewers by means of a web interface added and edited entity
annotations. From those reviews, Human NERD created a new
deep learning NER model for police domain. This data example
confirms that Human NERD can be applied in different contexts
and languages.
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Figure 3: Data scientist visualization.

Figure 5: Statistics reports: the model gain and loss.
Police reports in the Portuguese language, and we built upon
Wikiner from Spacy a new deep learning NER model for this domain. A future work would be to improve the deep learning NER
models by using ensemble techniques. Another direction is to
provide a collaborative framework to allow multiple concurrent
active models and reviewers.
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Figure 4: Human NERD enables the data scientist to train
a model.

Figure 4 shows the interface presented to the data scientist
which enables him/her to train a new model or update a previous
one based on the texts validated by the reviewer. Human NERD
requires for this functionality the inputs: number of iterations
(epochs), optimizer, dropout rate, and learning rate. When the
data scientist asks to edit the model settings, he/she can remove
or add new label classes.
When the data scientist requests the visualization of statistics, Human NERD framework reports the gain, since we expect
that the NER model improves over time, and the user efforts for
annotating documents. Figure 5 summarizes those statistics collected over time when Human NERD trains a model or during
documents annotation/validation performed by the reviewer.

4

CONCLUSION

In this demonstration, we proposed a framework called Human
NERD to improve named entity recognition models by using a
human in the loop. Human NERD relies on deep neural architectures for NER tasks that are free from language-specific resources
(e.g., gazetteers, word clusters id, part-of-speech tags) or handcrafted features (e.g., word spelling and capitalization patterns).
We validate Human NERD framework with a real data set from
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